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Laboratory strains of mice and rat are widely used to study mammalian responses to stimulus, 

and both have been studied under a variety of gravity conditions, including space flight.  We 

compared results obtained from exposure to spaceflight and microgravity, hyper gravity via 

centrifugation, earth gravity, and models of simulated partial gravity (hind-limb unloading and 

partial weight bearing treatments).  We examined the reported changes in survival, body mass, 

circadian rhythm (body temperature and activity levels), behavior, bone, muscle, immune, 

cardio-vasculature, vestibular, reproduction and neonate survival, microbiome, and the visual 

system.  Not all categories have published data for both species, some have limited data, and 

there are variations in experiment design that allow for only relative comparisons to be 

considered. The data reveal species differences in both the level of gravity required to obtain a 

response, degree of response, and in temporal expression of responses.  Examination of the data 

across the gravity levels allows consideration of the hypothesis that gravitational responses 

follow a continuum, and organ specific differences are noted. In summary, we present 

advantages and caveats of each model system as pertains to gravitational biology research and 

identify gaps in our knowledge of how these mammals respond to gravity.     
 

Introduction:   

Rodents have been used for decades in gravitational biology research. A review of spaceflight 

rodent missions reveals that early flight missions focused on the rat, with a change to the mouse 

by 2000.  Table 1 lists the missions that resulted in publications used in this analysis.  Until the 

1998 Neurolab mission, only rats, Wistar and Sprague-Dawley, were flown for any significant 

duration in space.  Early studies using centrifugation to induce increased load did examine both 

species, and show the rat was more sensitive to gravity forces than the mouse when assessing 

endpoints such as survival and reproduction (Figure 1). The rat also showed greater sensitivity to 

increased load when it came to body mass reduction and circadian rhythm changes. This fit with 

studies using other species in which the response to increased gravity scales with the mass of the 

animal – the larger the mass of the animal, the greater the response to the increased load 

(reviewed in Wade, C. 2005). In prior reviews, data on the mouse responses was still limited, 

especially from flight studies, so comparisons with rat data on how additional systems – 

vestibular, bone, muscle, cardiovascular, and the immune system, could not be made with 

certainty, although a trend toward the rat as having a stronger response was noted. Considerable 

data on the mouse has now been published, and a comparison with the rat data and consideration 

of these two models is the subject of this review. 

 

Methods: For this analysis, PubMed, Google internet, and NASA task book searches were 

conducted to gather data on rodent responses to gravity conditions. Data was gathered on effects 



of gravity loads on animal survival, reproduction, body mass, circadian rhythm, vestibular, bone, 

muscle, cardiovascular, immune, visual system and microbiome, and research using 

centrifugation as a counter measure or simulated versions of “artificial gravity” as treatments in 

the unloading models.  Data was summarized for each species, and grouped by short duration 

flight mission, longer duration (30+ days) flight mission, hyper gravity studies, and simulated µg 

models - hind limb unloading and partial weight bearing.  

 

Results:  

Summary of available data and gap analysis:  The summarized results of the literature query are 

in figure 1. To allow an assessment of the gaps in the data on each species and topic, and to 

distinguish research topics that have multiple publications or missions with relatively similar 

results from which we can derive some confidence in the results, from areas in which few studies 

or no studies have been conducted and hence consensus is not yet reached, color coding of the 

topic areas was done.  Research areas for which three or more publications with relatively 

consistent data are colored darker green, research areas with two studies with similar results are 

light green, research areas with 2 studies with conflicting results or a single study are colored 

yellow, and areas that have no studies are light grey.  The written summaries and references table 

are available as an appendix to this poster presentation but are too lengthy for display in the 

limited space provided.   

 

 

Table 1. Summary of the missions that resulted in publication of results that contributed to this 

report.  
 

Mission  Year Days in 

orbit 

Rodent species and housing conditions  

Cosmos 605, Bion 1 1973 21 Rat, male, ~200-250g 

Cosmos 782, Bion 3 1975 19.5 Rat, male Wistar, 63 days old, ~200g, plus and minus 

centrifugation 

Cosmos 936, Bion 4 1977 19.5 Rat, male Wistar, 62 days, ~215 g, plus and minus 

centrifugation 

Cosmos 1129, Bion 5 1979 18.5 Adult male and female rats, 85 days, ~300g, bone muscle 

and reproduction 

Cosmos 1514, Bion 6 1982 4.5 Pregnant and fetal rats (G day 13-18), Wistar 

Cosmos 2044, Bion 9 1989 14 Rat, male Wistar, 109 days, ~330 g, delayed retrieval of 

returned vehicle. 

STS 40 1991 9 AEM and RAF housed male Sprague-Dawley 58 day old, 

~285g rats. RAF temperature 25 C+/-2, AEM was 27 – 

32C. 

STS 62 1994 14 Female Twelve-week-old Fischer 344 rats, ovx 14 days 

prior to launch 

STS 66 R1 1994 11 Pregnant and fetal rats (G day 13-18) 

STS 70 R2 1995 9 Pregnant and fetal rats (G day 13-18) 

STS 72 R3 1996 9 Nursing rat litters (P day 5,8,14) 

STS 90 Neurolab 1998 16 Nursing rat litters (P day 8,14) pregnant mice (G 3,5,8) 

STS 108 2001 11 Female C57BL/6J mice, 9 weeks 



Mouse Drawer System 2009 91 6 male apx 8 weeks at launch: Pleiotrophin transgenic mice 

(PTN-Tg) +/-, 3 died in flight:  Wt3 at day 6 and Wt1 at day 

44, PTN-Tg3 at day 24, thus limiting results to more 

observational 

STS 131 Mouse Immunology 2010 15 Female C57BL/6 mice,16–23 wk old 

STS 133 Mouse Immunology II 2011 13 Female BALB/cJ mice (12–13 wk old) 

STS 135 2011 13 Female C57BL/6 mice (9 wk old) 

Bion M-1 2013 30 Male mice, C57/BL6 4-5 months old, grouped in threes,  

Rodent Research-1 2015 30 20 group housed female C57BL/6 mice, 14 weeks 

Mouse Habitat Unit 1 2016 30 12 individually housed male C57bl/6j mice, 6 centrifuged 

1g, 6 at micro g  

 

 

Table 2.  Summary of data: 

 
Response 
system 

Specie
s 

Microgravity 
Short duration – 
shuttle 
missions 

Microgravity 
30+ days 

Hyper gravity Simulated (Hind 
limb unloaded 
or partial weight 
bearing) 

Survival Rat Neonatal pups -
15 Days 
Neurolab 
(STS90), 11 
days STS66, 9 
days STS70, 
STS72 (aka R1, 
R2 & R3) were 
pregnant 
dams   Bion1: 21 
days; Bion3, 4: 
19 days 

N/A Up to 4.5g 
survived, also 
over 4 months at 
lower g showed 
no death 
(Oyama and 
Platt 1967) 
4.15 g for 1 yr 
male rats, 
survival 
(Kobayashi M., 
1980) 

Up to 160 days 
(Zhang 2005), 
120 days (Wang 
J., 1997) Mouse STS 108 11.5 

days, STS 131 
15days, STS 135 
13 days 

91 days MDS 
(Italian Mouse 
drawer) 
RR missions up 
to 62 days at 
last estimate 

Up to 7g 
(Wunder C., 
1962) 

90 days 
(Canciani 2015), 
30++ days HUL 
(multiple studies, 
reviewed in 
Morey-Holton 
2005) 
Up to 21 days 
PWB (Ellman 
2013) 
 

Reproductio
nneonate 
survival 

Rat viable pups can 
be produced in 
microgravity 
(STS 90, R1-3) 
but results are 
inconclusive due 
to 
mechanical/hard
ware issues, 
(Ronca 2003, 
Reichhardt 
1998). There are 
other 
reproduction 
considerations, 
µg exposure was 
show to result in 
decreased total 
sperm numbers 
(Sapp 1990) and 
increases in 
sperm 
abnormalities 
and reduced 
testicular weights 
(Amann 1992) 
 

N/A 1.87 g stopped 
mating (Ishay 
1977) 
2.5g 14% pups 
survived (Baer 
2000) data 
suggest that 
hypergravity 
exposure 
causes a shift in 
maternal 
metabolism from 
reproductive to 
maternal survival 
at the expense 
of pup survival. 
Exposure to 2-g 
during 
pregnancy and 
lactation 
decreased rate 
of mammary 
metabolic 
activity and 
increased pup 
mortality. 
Mammary, liver 
and adipose 
tissue 
metabolism and 
expression of 
genes that 
regulate lipid 
metabolism were 
altered by 2g 
exposure (Plaut 

N/A 

Mouse n/a -pregnant 
mice were flown 
on STS 90, brain 
development 
was reported as 
altered, data 
unpublished.  
(Neuolab, p.180) 

MHU-1 sperm 
from mice 30 
days µg gave 
rise to normal 
pups. (Shiba 
2017) 

3.5g stops 
mating, weight 
and crown 
lengths are 
smaller at 2.6 g 
(Janer 1984, 
Moore 1988) 2g 
has 28% survival 
(Baer 2000) 

N/A 

Body mass Rat STS 62 -
Generally no 
change (Wade 
1997, Morey-
Holten 1998), 9% 
increase in body 
mass when 
assessed during 
flight (Wade 
2000), increase 
in adipose 
tissues after 18.5 
days (Pitt 1983). 
Neurolab: 8 and 
14 day old 
neonates  had 
50% and 14% 
lower bw at end 
of flight 
compared to 
controls. 
Causation is not 
fully understood, 
but dams 
struggled to 
maintain normal 
maternal care of 
the pups. 

N/A Overall decrease 
in mass reported 
due to decrease 
in adipose 
tissues, increase 
in lean mass 
decrease 10%  
at 2g (Oyama 
1967,1985, 
Wade 2005 and 
others), 

Animals whose 
body mass 
changes by 
greater than 10% 
are typically 
removed from 
HUL studies 

Mouse N/A MHU-1: The µg 
mice either 
gained some 
weight or 
maintained their 
preflight weight, 
whereas AG 
mice gained 
weight (Shiba 
2017). 
RR-1: 
unchanged 
body mass 
(Globus 
manuscript in 
preparation). 

3% reduction 
after 4 weeks at 
2g, (Morita 
2015). 
1.4g: Increase in 
lean mass, 
decrease in fat 
mass (Keil 1969, 
Fuller 2000) 
2g, 21 days 7 wk 
old C57BL/6 –no 
change. 3g 21 
days saw 
decrease in 
body mass, 
(Gnyubkin 
2015). 
Female ICR 
mice, 4 weeks 
old, centrifuged 
at 3g for 14 
weeks had lower 
body mass (-
9%), (Frey M., 
1997) 

Animals whose 
body mass 
changes by 
greater than 10% 
are typically 
removed from 
HUL studies 

Circadian 
rhythm 

Rat Embryo 
development 
shows no 
changes STS70, 
(Hoban-Higgins 
1999) 

N/A Dose dependent 
response temp 
decreasing from 
1.25-1.5-2.0g 
(Holly 2003). 
Recovery 
required 14 -14+ 
days after 2g 
exposure 
(almost double 
than for the 
mouse).  
Exposure to HG 
significantly 
changed 
expression of 
core clock genes 
in mammary and 
liver and 
circadian 
rhythms of 
maternal 
behavior (Casey 

N/A 

Mouse N/A MHU-1: Initial 
decrease in 
activity levels 
post launch (2-3 
days) (Shiba 
2017). 

2g takes less 
time (6-13 days) 
to recover 
normal activity 
and circadian 
rhythm than the 
rat (Murakami 
2000, Fuller 
2002). 
 

N/A 

Vestibular 
 

Rat The size of 
otoconia is 
increased in 
microgravity, and 
decreased in 
hypergravity. 
(Krasnov, 1991 
reviewed in 
Wade 2005, 
Jamon 2015). 
Neurolab 16 d 
and STS95 9d 
missions, 
postnatal pups: 
Vestibular-
mediated motor 
coordination is 

N/A Vestibular-
mediated motor 
coordination is 
impaired rat 
pups reared 2g 
and adolescents 
2g for 2 weeks 
(Abe 2008) and 
vestibular 
system plays a 
significant role in 
controlling 
arterial pressure 
(AP) in 
conscious rats 
under conditions 
of transient 

120 days 
unloading: 
otoconia had 
decreased 
calcium and 
morphological 
changes 
associated with 
microgravity, ( 
Wang J.,  1997). 
160 days similar 
result, suggest its 
due to overall 
bone loss 
environment 
(Zhang J, 
2005).   Osteocal

mouse Otoconia -For 
shorter duration 
exposures to 
weightlessness 
on 13-day shuttle 
mission, mice 
otoconia appear 
normal (R. Boyle, 
manuscript in 
preparation) 
 
 

MDS: 
Preliminary 
results of inner 
ears showed a 
dramatic 
alteration of 
symmetry and 
topographical 
surface features 
of otoconia; 
controls were 
normal in 
appearance. 
Images indicate 

Mice subjected 
to 91-days of 
1.24g 
centrifugation 
reveal an 
ablation of the 
otoconia mass, 
(R. Boyle, 
manuscript in 
preparation). 
21 days at 2,3 or 
4 g, behavioral 
studies: The 
vestibular 

HUL, HUL + 
radiation: 0.01 
cGy/h for a total 
dose of 0.04 Gy, 
HUL, or a 
combination of 
both for 3 weeks. 
Behavioral test 
battery after 1 
week, 1 month, 4 
months, and 8 
months to assess 
sensorimotor 
coordination/ 

bone Rat Bion 4: Some 
expected bone 
loss but results 
confounded by 
rodent 
size/timing of 
flight (Morey-
Holton 2000, 
Turner 2000). On 
orbit 1g 
centrifugation 

N/A Increased bone 
mass (Smith 
1975, Jaekel 
1977, Wunder 
1979, Pace 
1985, Wunder 
1987). Absence 
of modern 
technique 
makes these 
studies difficult 

HUL, strong 
response with 
readily measured 
bone loss, 
multiple 
investigators 
(David V 2006, 
Barou 1999, 
Lecoq 2006, 
Morey et al., 
1979) 



Mouse STS 131, 15 
days: weight 
bearing bone 
loss, but calvaria 
bone increased – 
potentially as an 
indication of fluid 
shift (Zhang 
2013). Pelvic 
bone loss was 
seen (Blaber 
2013) and 
altered 
differentiation of 
bone marrow 
mesenchymal 
and 
hematopoietic 
stem cell 
lineages. Cells 
isolated from the 
femoral head 
marrow 
compartment 
showed 
significant down-
regulation of 
gene expression 
markers for early 
mesenchymal 
and 
hematopoietic 
differentiation, 
including 
FUT1(−6.72), 
CSF2(−3.30), 
CD90(−3.33), 
PTPRC(−2.79), 
and 
GDF15(−2.45), 
but not stem cell 
markers, such as 
SOX2. At the 
cellular level, in 
situ histological 
analysis revealed 
decreased 
megakaryocyte 
numbers whilst 
erythrocytes 
were increased 
2.33 fold. 
Erythrocytes 
displayed 
elevated 
fucosylation and 
clustering 
adjacent to 
sinuses forming 
the marrow–
blood barrier, 
possibly 
providing a 

MDS:  bone loss 
during 
spaceflight in 
the weight-
bearing bones 
of both strains. 
For both Tg and 
Wt a decrease 
of the trabecular 
number as well 
as an increase 
of the mean 
trabecular 
separation was 
observed after 
flight, whereas 
trabecular 
thickness did 
not show any 
significant 
change (Tavella 
2012, Albi 2012) 
Bion M-1: 
vertebral 
bending 
strength and 
failure mode 
alterations from 
bone loss result 
of micro g 
(Berg-Johansen 
2015), 
MHU-1: femoral 
bone loss 
reported, 
mitigated by 
centrifugation at 
1g (AG)  (Shiba, 
D. 2017).  RR-
1:  tibia, 
vertebral bone 
loss and 
cartilage loss 
(personal 
communication 
E. Almeida) no 
additional 
publication from 
RR missions 
yet. 

Reviewed in 
Wade 2005, 
adolescent mice 
have decreased 
mineralization 
but no delta for 
mature animals 
(Wunder 1972, 
Fosse 1974, Keil 
1979). 
Developing 
fetus, 2.6 and 
2.9g 
centrifugation, 
had smaller 
bones, with 
shape changes 
(Moore 1988) 
2g 90 days, 
Limited increase 
in the femurs 
from hypergravit
y-exposed mice, 
the head/neck 
cortical 
thickness 
increment was 
the main finding. 
(Canciani 2015) 
7 week old, male 
C57BL/6, 21 
days at 2g 
improved 
trabecular 
volume (18% in 
femur, 13% in 
vertebra) and 
microarchitectur
e 
(32% 
connectivity 
density in femur, 
9% trabecular 
thickness in 
vertebra). 
Centrifugation at 
2g also 
decreased 
osteoclast 
surfaces (36% in 
femur, 16% in 
vertebra) and 
increased the 
extent of 
mineralized 
surfaces (31% in 
femur, 48% in 
vertebra).  Under 
3g, body mass 
growth slowed 
down, and 
deleterious 
skeletal effects 

PWB lead to 9-7-
5%  dose 
dependent bone 
loss,( Ellman 
2012, Spatz 
2017). In 
contrast, 21 days 
PWB showed 
similar bone 
loss between 
groups for 
several 
measurement
s, not a dose 
response 
(Swift J., 
2013).  21 
days at Mars g 
had -11-24% 
reduced bone 
volume 
(Wagner 
2009). 
HUL studies 
reviewed in 
Morey- Holton 
Globus 
provide 
evidence of 
strength of this 
model. 
90day HUL: 
Morphometric 
analysis 
confirmed 
deleterious 
bone 
architectural 
changes in 
lack of 
mechanical 
loading with a 
decrease of 
bone volume 
and density, 
while bone 
structure 
alterations 
caused 
by hypergravit
y were less 
evident 
(Canciani 
2015). 

muscle Rat Bion 4, 18 day; 
Bion 9, 4 day: 
decrease in the 
relative weights 
of most extensor, 
but not 
flexor,(Vasques 
1998). 
hindlimb muscles
 studied. 
Neurolab 
mission: 16 day 
flight, 8 and 14 
day old 
neonates: all 
muscle groups 
were smaller 
from flight 
animals than 
control, soleus 
had greatest 
change (77% 
and 41% for 8 
and 14 day old 
respectively), 
some caveats 
due to limited 
neonate survival. 
Bion 9: data from 
multiple 
investigators 
defined multiple 
muscle changes 
that occurred 
during this 14d 
flight; the 
changes 
included 
preferential 
atrophy of 
extensors over 
flexors; 
transformation of 
slow fibers into 
fast or 
intermediate 
fibers; reduced 
protein synthesis 
and increased 
degradation; 
primarily 
contractile 
protein lost; 
decreased force, 
power, and 
locomotor co-
ordination; 
disproportionate 
loss of actin thin 
filaments to 

N/A 2g 14 days: 
expressed 
relative to body 
weight and as a 
percent 
difference from 
control, almost 
all muscles studi
ed were larger 
than control 10-
40%(Vasques 
1998, rev in 
Wade 2005) 
other organ 
weights were 
also greater than 
control, except 
testis which 
were smaller. 

Obvious strong 
response, muscle 
mass 
loss, change in 
light chain 
expression, 
multiple 
investigators, 
(reviewed in 
Morey-Holton 
2005). HUL vs 
HUL plus 
exercise: HUL 
lost 42% Soleus, 
HUL +ex lost only 
23% during 1 
week test 
(Herbert 1988) 
Intermittent AG or 
1g exposure, the 
1hr of 1g retained 
soleus muscle 
mass, hyper g 
was less effective 
but there were 
signs of stress 
(D’Aunno 1992) 
 

Mouse STS 108: 
decreased cross 
sectional area, 
MHC isoform 
changes in 
soleus, but not in 
gastrocnemius, 
however, 
Enzymatic 
analysis of the 
gastrocnemius 
revealed a 
significant 
decrease in 
citrate synthase 
activity in SF vs. 
AEM 
Control, 
(Harrison 2003). 
STS108: Two-
month-old female 
mice also 
exhibited muscle 
atrophy, but 
unlike rats, the 
mice showed 
only minimal 
changes in 
isoform 
expression and a 
significant 
decrease in 
muscle oxidative 
capacity after 
11d in space. 
(Holton2007) 
 
 

JAXA MHU-, 30 
days: soleus 
and 
gastrocnemius 
statistically 
reduced in µg, 
mitigated by AG 
(Shiba 2017). 
RR-1 decreased 
soleus wet 
weight (Globus 
manuscript in 
preparation), no 
other wet weight 
changes. 
MDS, 91 days: 
atrophy, fiber 
type changes, 
molecular 
changes in 
soleus, not 
extensor 
digitorum longus 
(Sandona 
2012). 

3g 4 weeks 
increased 16 or 
45% (around 
tibia and soleus 
respectively) 
C57BL/6j male 
mice, 8weeks 
old.  
Hypergravity 
elevated the 
cross-sectional 
area of myofiber 
in the soleus 
muscle. The 
mRNA levels of 
myogenic genes 
such as MyoD, 
Myf6, and 
myogenin in the 
soleus muscle 
were elevated. 
Vestibular 
lesions 
attenuated 
myofiber size 
and the mRNA 
levels of 
myogenic 
differentiation 
markers 
enhanced by 
hypergravity 
(Kawao 2017). 
7 week old, male 
C57BL/6, 21 
days 2,3 or 4g: 
hypergravity 
acted as 
endurance 
training on 
muscle force 
until 3g, then 
became 
deleterious at 4g 
(Bojados 2014). 

PWB: dose 
dependent wet 
weight loss of 
Gastrocnemius 
and soleus, bone 
density 
reductions and 
bone loss –
including 
trabecular 
volume and 
cortical thickness 
losses.  Even a 
reduction to 70% 
of normal weight 
bearing was 
associated with 
significant bone 
deterioration and 
muscle atrophy 
(Ellman 2012). 
21 days at Mars 
g had -23% 
gastrocnemius 
and reduced 
bone, (Wagner 
2009). 

Cardio 
vascular 
 

Rat Reviewed as 
limited and 
conflicting by 
Wade 2005, 
some evidence 
of deconditioning 
in Zhang 
2001.  Tools may 
have been too 
primitive to 
measure 
differences. 

N/A Reviewed as 
limited and 
conflicting by 
Wade 2005, 
some data in 
Zhang 
2001.  Tools 
may have been 
too primitive to 
measure 
differences. 

Microvaculature 
remodeling seen 
in skeletal muscle 
via HUL (Delp 
2000) 
HUL rats 
manifested 
hypertensive and 
tachycardiac 
response before 
and after being 
released from 
suspension 
compared with 
the controls, and 
the 
countermeasure 
of 1 h/day 
1gx “AG” 
treatment 
prevented the 
hypertensive 
response 
(Zhange LF, 
2008) 
Male 230-260g 
rats, 28 day HUL, 
1 hr/day 
standing:  
mechanical 
response of 
mesenteric 
arteries was 
altered, mitigated 
by 1 hr/day “AG” 
treatment.  
Collagen content 
of vessels was 
more diminished 
in HUL, than HUL 
with AG (Gao, 
2012) 
 

Mouse STS 131: 
Spaceflight 
reduces 
vasoconstrictor 
responsiveness 
of skeletal 
muscle 
resistance 
arteries, 
suggesting this 
contributes to 
lower peripheral 
vascular 
resistance and 
less tolerance of 
orthostatic stress 
in humans after 
spaceflight. 
Author notes “the 
mouse may not 
be an ideal 
animal model to 
study this 
phenomenon. 
The lack of gross 
structural 
remodeling or, 
more specifically, 
the lack of 
change in medial 
wall thickness 
suggests that 
blood volume 
redistribution is 
insignificant in 
this animal 
during 
spaceflight.” – 
(Stabley J., 
2012), note 
gastrocnemius 
was used – not 
soleus.               
Vasoconstrictor 
responses were 
impaired: evoked 
in arteries via 
norepinephrine 
(NE), potassium 
chloride (KCl), 
and caffeine, and 

N/A Female ICR 
mice, from 4 
weeks of age, 
centrifuged at 3g 
for 14 weeks 
had lower body 
mass (-9%), 
increased heart 
mass and 
mitochondrial 
volume (+15% 
and +27%) (Frey 
M., 1997) 

14 week old, 
male, implanted, 
HUL for 2 weeks 
showed alteration
s in heart rate, 
exercise 
capacity, 
peripheral arterial 
vasodilatory 
responsiveness, 
and baroreflex 
response. There 
is an initial mild 
bradycardia, with 
a return 
to normal resting 
heart rates by the 
end of the first 
week of 
suspension, 
followed by a 
pronounced 
tachycardia after 
reloading.  Respir
atory capacity 
was 
affected:  distanc
e run decreased 
by an impressive 
67%; however, 
the decrease in 
peak V˙ O2 was 
considerably less 
(7%) (Powers & 
Bernstein 2004) 
 

Immune 
 

Rat depressed 
immune 
responses 
(Sonnenfeld 
2003) 
Considered 
Inconsistent data 
per Wade 
Review 2005. 

N/A No changes 
seen in rat 
(Oyama and 
Platt 1965) 

HUL show 
depressed 
immune 
responses similar 
to spaceflight 
(Sonnenfeld 
2003) 

mouse STS 131: 
tolerance 
induction 
impaired, 
proinflammatory 
cytokines were 
significantly 
increased in 
flight, 5fold 

increase in IFN-γ 
and a 10-fold 
increase in IL-17. 
Immune 
tolerance may be 
impaired leading 
to excessive 
inflammatory 
responses 
(Chang 2015) 

Bion M-1, In 
response to 
flight 
environment 
exposure, mice 
had a reduction 
in spleen and 
thymus masses 
and decreased 
splenic and 
thymic 
lymphocyte 
counts. Spacefli
ght induces an 
imbalance in the 
immunity of 
mice, showing 
variation in 
signalling, 
apoptosis and 
stress response 
that are not 
restored by 7 
days after 
landing. 
Novoselova EG 
2015 
 
 
 

7 week old, male 
C57BL/6, 
Immune 
dysregulations 
and stress 
responses were 
dependent of the 
gravity level: 
corticosterone 
level and anxiety 
behavior -stress 
response 
associated with 
a decrease of 
body weight, 
after 21-day of 
centrifugation at 
3g but not at 2g. 
Spleen 
lymphocyte 
lipopolysacchari
de (LPS) 
responsiveness 
was diminished 
by 40% in the 2g 
group only, 
whereas a 
decrease was 
noted when cells 
were stimulated 
with 
concanavalin A 
for both 2g and 
3g groups 
(about 25% and 
20%, 
respectively). 
Pro-
inflammatory 
chemokines 
(MCP-1 and IP-
10) and Th1 

cytokines (IFNγ 
and IL2) were 

HUL plus 
radiation: At 21 
days 
postexposure to 
combined HUL 
and proton 
radiation, T cell 
activation and 
proliferation were 
assessed in 
isolated 
lymphocytes. Cell 
surface 
expression of the 
Early Activation 
Marker, CD69, is 
decreased by 
30% in the 
combined 
treatment group, 
compared to the 
non-treated 
control group and 
cell proliferation 
was suppressed 
by approximately 
50%, compared 
to the non-treated 
control group. 
(Sanzari 2013) 
 
3 weeks HUL, 
inverted B/Tcell 
ratio in spleen, 
lymphoproliferativ
e response was 
impaired, results 
suggest B cells 
more affected 
than T cells 
(Gaignier F., 
2014) 

Microbiome Rat N/A N/A N/A Radiation + HUL:  
exposure to low 
LET plus iron 
gave altered 
microbiome 
similar to flight, 
(Ritchie 2015). 

Mouse STS 135 13 

days, some 

relative 

abundance 

changes (Ritchie 

et al 2015). 
 

N/A 

planned in 

MHU-2 and RR-

7 
 

N/A 1/6g PWB no 

change detected, 

(Ritchie et al 

2015) 

 
 

Visiual Rat Bion 4: Retinal 
damage seen in 
both centrifuged 
and µg rats – 
conclusion was 
that it was 
cosmic ray 
mediated 
(Philpott 1980) 

N/A Loss of rod 
photo receptor 
cells due to 2 
weeks of 2g 
exposure 
(Barnstable 
2006) 

N/A 

mouse N/A N/A -- MHU-1,2:  
tissues under 
examination 

N/A N/A 

Artificial 
Gravity 

Rat Bion 4: Some 
expected bone 
loss but results 
confounded by 
rodent size due 
to delayed 
launch (Morey-
Holton 2000, 
Turner 2000). On 
orbit 1g 
centrifugation 
was ineffective in 
preventing 
osteopenia 
(Morey E., 1979) 
but femoral bone 
strength was 
preserved 
(Spengler 1983). 
 

N/A N/A “simulated AG” – 
unloaded animals 
treated with 
standing or 
centrifugation: 
The soleus 
muscle mass of 
SUS rats was 
61% less than 
that of the CON 
rats(P,0.01). 
However, the 
soleus muscle 
mass of S+D rats 
was 37%less 
than CON rats 
(P,0.01), 
indicating the 
countermeasure 
effectiveness of 1 
h/day STD in 
attenuating 
muscle atrophy, 
(Cheng 2013) 
 
“simulated AG” 
study -The 
results showed 
that HUL rats 

Mouse N/A MHU1, 2: 30 
days micro g 
and 1 g , Initial 
results show AG 
protected 
against bone 
and muscle 
changes seen 
with the micro 
gravity animals.   
(Shiba, 2017) 

N/A N/A 

notes Full text with references in appendix to presentation. 

 

Comparison of rat and mouse data: Direct comparison between the species and even within 

species studies is not possible.  These studies have variables that largely make each one unique – 

duration at a gravity level, sex and strain differences, and age/development period of the 

specimens, as well as considerable differences in assessment methodologies and exact 

biomarkers or physiological changes being tracked– making direct analysis of the results 

impossible.  Some data endpoints, such as viability or reproduction, are endpoints that can be 

grossly compared, and for other systems, the trends in responses can be compared.  A detailed 

review of the comparative results is in preparation. 

 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Novoselova%20EG%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25468559


 

Figure 1. The Rat is more sensitive to increases in gravity:  The mouse requires greater force 

than rat to achieve similar responses to hyper gravity. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Both Rat and Mouse have measurable responses and similar trends to their 

responses across the gravity spectrum for vestibular, bone and muscle. 

 

Figure 2a: Both rat and mouse vestibular system respond similarly to gravity, increasing 

otoconia or type II hair cell synapses in response to lowered gravity and decreasing otoconia or 

type II hair cell synapses in response to increased force. 
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Figure 2b: Both rat and mouse skeletal muscular systems respond similarly to gravity, 

increasing with increasing gravity.  Mouse data reveals that at higher loads, the response changes 

to a destructive response.  This is a notation of relative trends only, not a depiction of percent 

change or even relative change of endpoint values.   

 
 

 

Figure 2c. Not enough data to assess all systems. Systems that respond in in an opposing 

manner to micro gravity as compared to hyper gravity (does the response fall along a continuum 

of responses): 

 

System 

Trend shows response in µg is in 

opposition to hyper g response 

Vestibular √ 

Bone  √ 

Muscle √ 

Body mass √ 

Cardiovascular Not enough data, responses of 

vascular system to µg detected in 

mouse.   

Immune Reported as depressed in µg for rat.  

Pro inflammatory cytokines 

reported as increased in µg and 

decreased in hyper g in one mouse 

study.  

Microbiome Not enough data  

Visual system Not enough data 

 

Threshold vs Continuous responses:  It should be noted that there is not enough data to determine 

if any of these systems has a linear response to gravity, or if there are thresholds for responses.  

Other than upper thresholds for bone and muscle increases and animal viability, there are not 

enough data points to determine if the responses are continuous or if there are thresholds for 

gravity responses.  There have been no partial gravity studies with rodents to date.  



 

Consideration of the rat and mouse as translational models for human disease: 

 

The rodent lineage, which gave rise to the rat and mouse, and the primate lineage, which gave 

rise to humans, diverged about 80 million years ago. Humans have 23 pairs of chromosomes, 

while rats have 21 and mice have 20.  Chromosomes from all three organisms are related to each 

other by about 280 large regions of sequence similarity called syntenic blocks. Both species are 

routinely used in biotech and pharmaceutical industries to elucidate mechanisms and treatments 

for human pathologies.  There is a general trend to utilize the power of genetics with the mouse 

to search for genetic underpinnings to disease, and to utilize the rat for pharmacokinetics and 

drug development prior to clinical trial.   

 

Genetics: the mouse is far and away the more characterized species with more genetic 

strains and transgenic models than the rat, but the rat is catching up. 

 A draft of the human genome sequence was published in February 2001, and the 

completed human sequence was announced in April 2003. A draft of the mouse genome 

sequence was published in December 2002, and a draft of the rat was published in 2004. 

 Rat transgenic models – over 400 as documented in 2016.  

 Two major rat model repositories, the Rat Resource & Research Center 

(http://www.rrrc.us) in Missouri and the National Bio Resource Project –Rat in Kyoto, 

Japan (http://www.anim.med.kyoto-u.ac.jp/NBR/) provide the community with options 

for long-term preservation and distribution of transgenic rats. 

 From Systems Genetics studies: 

 The first fully integrated systems genetics study was carried out in rats, 

and the results, which revealed conserved trans-acting genetic regulation 

of a pro-inflammatory network relevant to type 1 diabetes, were translated 

to humans.  

 Synteny to human genome 

 Osteocalcin as example:  mouse has three copies, the rat and human only 

one allele, making the rat closer to the human.  More comparisons of 

synteny are being examined and a better sense of the relativity of rat and 

mouse to human is growing. 

 

Results from the pharmaceutical industry (reviewed in Aitman 2016) indicated rat as the 

better model for human diseases including: 

 inflammation and inflammatory disease processes/ the immune system 

 neuro and cognitive disorders 

 cardiovascular 

 breast cancer 

 diabetes  

 

Important considerations for this review: 

 Differences in the degree or amplitude of response between the mouse and rat cannot be 

made due to the number of variables that are different between the studies.  For example, 

in Vasques et al., 1998, 7 muscle types of the rat species were shown to be decreased in 

microgravity and increased in hyper gravity, whereas mouse studies have only seen a 

http://www.anim.med.kyoto-u.ac.jp/NBR/)


difference in at most two muscle types (soleus and gastrocnemius).  This could be due to 

the mouse being a less sensitive species to gravity or it could be due to a number of other 

factors including the age/remaining growth potential of the animals used in the rat studies 

and cage effects, most notably single housed vs. group housing (reviewed in Morey-

Holton 2000).   

 Requirements for space, food, and water for a cohort of rats is greater than mice, and can 

result in limited opportunities for space flight research.   

 Additional potential trends to be examined further: 

o Remaining growth potential as factor in amplitude of response in rodents.  

Although most of the studies, rat or mouse, used sexually mature animals, may of 

the rat studies used animals that had significant remaining growth potential.  For 

example, table 1 indicates many of the male rats were ~200- 300 g in size.  The 

strains used in these studies generally grow to over 400g.  The male mice flown in 

the JAXA MHU experiments were typically younger (8 weeks), and had more 

remaining growth potential than the female 16 week old mice flown in the RR-1 

mission.  In both cases, the sexually mature, but younger, smaller mass male 

animals tended to have a larger response to the altered gravity conditions than the 

older, larger counterparts.  Further investigation is warranted.   

o Housing/social affect (individual vs group) in the mouse will be ascertainable in 

the near future with data from recent NASA and JAXA missions in the Rodent 

Habitat and  MARS facilities respectively.  Prior comparisons of the RAF vs the 

AEM (single housed rats vs group housed) demonstrated a correlation to housing 

condition.   

 

Conclusions:  

 

 Both Rat and Mouse have measurable responses to gravity changes in all systems of 

interest to human exploration. 

 There is evidence that the rat is more sensitive to gravity  

o E.g. Short duration µg for Rat but not mouse show effect on vestibular system.  

With longer exposure, similar results detected with the mouse.     

 Different systems respond to gravity at different levels (the gravity load required to 

see a vestibular system response is lower and extends to higher loads before reversal or 

attenuation than either muscle or bone as one example) 

 Limited opportunities for spaceflight have left many gaps in the data sets: 

o Cardiovascular, immune system, the microbiome, and the visual system have only 

initial and at times conflicting data reports. 

o No in-flight cognitive testing has been performed. 

o No long-term spaceflight mission to the international Space Station has involved 

rats. 

 Limited opportunities to study rodent centrifugation in space: 

o Partial gravity has not been researched. 

o Artificial gravity – use of a centrifuge to supply loading during a spaceflight – has 

only 2 published results.   

o Intermittent exposures to centrifugation/increased loading during space flight has 

not been studied. 


